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This exhibition takes the fruiting body of the fungus - the mushroom, as its starting
point; embracing the idea of the mushroom as organism which can perhaps, in a
precarious age, serve as an unlikely source of hope - a symbol of connectivity,
symbiosis and renewal.
The rhyzomatic structure of fungus also provides a metaphor for the collection of
artistic practices presented in this group show. The exhibition seeks to reconcile
practices that overlap and interrelate despite spanning a period of over two hundred
years. Each artist shares a preoccupation with the symbiotic connection we have
with our environment, as is so aptly illustrated by the mushroom itself. Further,
each recognises, idiosyncratically, the human body as a porous, precarious site and
life as a transient and contingent state.
As human beings we have shared an ancient and ambivalent relationship with the
mushroom. Historically fungophobic nations such as Britain and the US have long
regarded the mushroom with fear and revulsion, whilst for fungophilc cultures such
as China, South America and most of the rest of Europe, the mushroom has long
been revered as symbol of fertility, renewal and healing - not to mention as a
gastronomically valuable and highly prized source of food.
More recent history has seen an increase in our understanding of the microscopic
world and along with it a greater appreciation of fungi. It is now known that within
a single teaspoon of soil there exists a microscopic universe of complex
interdependent lifeforms invisible to the human eye. With this has come the
knowledge that each supposedly ‘individual’ being in fact comprises an entire
ecosystem of co-ordinated organisms, and that therefore no living thing on the
planet can now be deemed a single biological entity. Arguably these revelations
repudiate the long held belief that humans are some sort of primary species
occupying a separate and elevated platform of existence.
All that the Rain Promises and More.. takes the mushroom as a means of exploring
what new potential for art might lie in an attentiveness to the interdependency and
complexity of all living things.
This publication has been created to commemorate and to provide a broader context
for the exhibition. Including contributions not only from exhibiting artists but also
Ithell Colquhoun specialist Richard Shillitoe and former curator of Inverleith house
Paul Nesbitt as well as a specially commissioned text by Hermione Spriggs.
Interspersed amongst these offerings are images and research collated as the show
has developed.
-Aimee Parrott, 2019.
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Mushrooms
Overnight, very
Whitely, discreetly,
Very quietly
Our toes, our noses
Take hold on the loam,
Acquire the air.
Nobody sees us,
Stops us, betrays us;
The small grains make room.
Soft fists insist on
Heaving the needles,
The leafy bedding,
Even the paving.
Our hammers, our rams,
Earless and eyeless,
Perfectly voiceless,
Widen the crannies,
Shoulder through holes. We
Diet on water,
On crumbs of shadow,
Bland-mannered, asking
Little or nothing.
So many of us!
So many of us!
We are shelves, we are
Tables, we are meek,
We are edible,
Nudgers and shovers
In spite of ourselves.
Our kind multiplies:
We shall by morning
Inherit the earth.
Our foot's in the door.
Sylvia Plath,1960
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A matsutake mushroom was the first living thing to
be found growing amongst the devastated
landscape after the Atom bomb was dropped on
Hiroshima.
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Five ways to read a graphic lichen
I’m kneeling down hunched over a half-open drawer in the afternoon of
Arthur’s old study. The sun has slipped down behind the hedge outside and so
I’m squinting to read his shaky but determined handwriting, it’s my third
reach into the red lacquer chest and I feel a little invasive; I know I’m in ‘his
place’. My knees creak the floorboards to remind me of his frame and
fragility, his hawk-like attention, beady eyes and his meticulous arranging of
things. He knows I’m here to make a mess (I think he always knows this even
now he’s dead) and with him duly observing I go on to gently disrupt the
drawful of specimens. Dipping in, like we used to do in the fen with a net and
a grey plastic bucket, or down in the leaf litter under the trunk of some darkish
clustered evergreen, hunting for mushrooms.
Out of the drawer I pick up a label inked on a scrap of recycled card.
Graphidaceae. “Graphic lichens”, it confirms.
Lichen: “a plant found on rocks or trees made of both a specific fungus and a
specific algae that help one another.”1
Graphis: “relating to the written or printed word … symbols or devices used
in writing or printing to represent sound or convey meaning.”2
And yes my grandfather’s lichen specimens – which he collected here and
there throughout his years at Gozzards Ford – do resemble writing. They look
like runic graffiti scratched into wooden church pews, or the line from the
Quran which revealed itself etched into an aubergine. “God is good” the
eggplant announced to the chef who spliced it in two, and later to my dad who
was asked to immortalise the find in his archaeological laboratory.

1 https://www.yourdictionary.com
2 https://www.merriam-webster.com
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1. Lichen as places
Arthur’s drawer contains five ‘graphics’, proudly set in front of rows and
rows of other lichens. They seem so small and so elderly - like lilliputian
legends shelved for later, or like miniature islands, or shrunken heads even they remind me of my grandparents’ oversized moles. When I pick them up
the lichens twist and jiggle in their little plastic coffins. They don’t have a
right way up (same as the eggplant, which might just as well have read “dog”
and not “god” depending on your point of view.)3
Bark. Each lichen is attached to a piece of the skin of a tree, a place peeled
off. Their original arboreal orientation has been substituted for a note on their
provenance: oak, poplar, walnut and holly… Holly Spriggs, the nickname
Arthur gave me when I was too small to claim my longer grownup name.
Even then, age five, my skin would crust up in patches and fall off, like a
piece of lichen-heavy bark flaked off a branch of holly.
The term lichen goes back to ancient Greece in the 3rd Century BC, so-called
after the root term licho meaning “lick” because lichens seem to lick (they
like) the surface of stones and the bark of trees. Like the way dogs lick around
their wounds. In fact the word lichen – that which “eats around itself” – also
refers to a type of crust-like skin disease. If lichens are places they are hard to
pin down. Their map slides off the human body and slinks into graveyards,
into moth wings and the seams of colonial enterprise.

3 Tor a thorough exploration of reversals between gods and dogs see Eileen Myles’ Afterglow (A Dog
Memoir), (London: Grove, 2017)
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2. Lichens as maps
“A curious disease has attacked my left eyelid and surrounding parts: a slight degree
of itchiness is followed by great swelling of the part. It must be a sort of lichen;
exposure to the sun seems to cure it, and this leads me to take long walks therein”,
wrote missionary and physician David Livingstone, in his Africa journals shortly
before his death in 1868.4
An ailment of the skin or a fungal encroachment by outside agents, lichens suggest
the breaking down of biological and cultural boundaries. And so they mirror the
context of missionary expansion, and hand it back to Livingstone and other colonial
perpetrators as a sign of their own vulnerability. Tsing describes the dry rot that
literally dismantled the wooden houses and ships of British imperialism. Other
fungi, she writes, have a taste for plantation agriculture. Fungi are the enemies of
monocrop farms and farmers, but they also degrade the cellulose and lignin of dead
wood to enable the regeneration of old growth forests.5 What goes around comes
around and eats itself up, the lichens seem to say.
In this sense they speak of reversals, in agency and also in time. Lichens itch to be
other, whilst the “lich” in lichen is an undead corpse – a magician or necromancer
skilled in transformation. Lichens themselves survive in arctic tundra and deserts
over hundreds of years and then spring back to life with just a few drops of water.
Their regenerative power is itchy, infectious; the colonial map becomes a scab and it
is licking itself up, all empty in the middle, it hangs without poles along its own
unruly edges. Like Lewis Carroll’s ocean chart in The Hunting of The Snark.6

4 David Livingstone, The Last Journals of David Livingstone in Central Africa, from 1865 to His Death
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011)
5 Anna Tsing, “Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion Species” in Environmental Humanities
1:141-154 (2012)
6 Image: Carroll, L. The Hunting of the Snark: An Agony in Eight Fits (London: Macmillan, 1876)
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3. Lichens as lovers
Like lovers these maps grasp onto things: stone, bark, skin, each other.
They are symbiotes, queer lovers and survivors. “The concept of
‘symbiosis’ – mutually beneficial interspecies living – was invented for
the lichen, an association of a fungus and an alga or cyanobacteria” (Tsing). The fungus
makes it possible for the lichen to live in extreme conditions. The alga translates
sunlight into life. Lichens along with mosses and fungi are known as cryptogams
because of their “hidden marriages”—their invisible process of asexual reproduction
by way of spores as opposed to the seeds of other plants.
Lichens are a place where scientists go to fall in love. My favourite bit of wildlife TV
features a biologist who really likes moths. He likes them so much that he gets
helicopter-dropped onto a “lost volcano” in Papua New Guinea, a sublime situation
enhanced by his seeming all alone there on this crater ridge (although of course he has
a camera crew for company). The ridge is covered in lichens and moss and it’s small,
so small in fact that when the biologist turns on the dazzling light of his trap, he can’t
manoeuvre his way out of its beam. And so he’s stuck right there in the middle of this
thing – a desire-trap of his own making – all illuminated in the dark night of the
tropics, this moth-trap-floating-island-man. He terraforms as huge tropical moths land
on his head and on his white beard and together they make so many new species of
chimera, moths all up in his nose and crawling out of his glowing moustache and over
his tongue as he tries to talk at the camera but really he can’t because he’s panting
through moths and he’s terrified and ecstatic and breathless and in love. The biologist,
the lover, is no longer a point in himself but one node among other hidden lovers. He is
dispossessed of his privilege and from inside his trap he no longer knows where to
place himself. And so he starts to laugh.7 Love would thus be accurately defined as “an
incantation fixed at its culminating point and having caught the sorcerer in his own
trap”.8

7 “The uneasiness that makes us laugh … is certainly related to the
profound distress of those whose
language has been destroyed”. pXX in Foucault, M. The Order of
Things, An archaeology of the
human sciences. (London: Routledge, 1966)
8 Roger Caillois, “Mimicry and Legendary Psychasthenia” in
October, Vol. 31 (Winter, 1984), pp. 16-32
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He is no longer one but rhizomatic, he wants to split himself thoroughly, “to be in
everything, to penetrate each atom, to descend to the bottom of matter, to be
matter...” (ibid).
The universe is doubled, topography reciprocates, the sorcerer-biologist proliferates (we
view them on TV). Visually there are colours that are also tones. This place that lichen
makes is a book full of holes about time and in the shapes that grace our living tapestry. 9

4. Lichens as riddles
Natural scientists love to give names to things, it’s where the go to do their
fiction. It’s funny that they hide these names in Latin, as though they’re
afraid of being found out. Opegrapha atra the “scribble lichen” was found
on my namesake Holly and collected by Arthur in Ridley Wood, New
Forest, in 1985.
A riddle is “a question or statement intentionally phrased so as to require
ingenuity in ascertaining its answer”.10 To riddle is also “to make a hole or
series of holes in” [The lichen is riddled with holes], to spread throughout, to permeate,
pervade, transfuse. And so lichens grow riddles, and riddles grow lichens.
“Imagine yourself a lump on a log”, directs Dr Yager in his instructional volume
Foundations of Clinical Hypnosis.11The hypnotist’s inductive phrase takes the form of a
double bind: an irrational hook that helps you to see beyond your own conscious mind,
an invitation to spread out your thoughts like a moth extending its wings. The specimen
Opegrapha atra – the lumpy scribble on Holly – unfolds like an unfinished tapestry. It is
drizzled with holes.
This sketch by Simon O’Sullivan describes the way that riddles nest in Holban’s novel
Riddley Walker, a book written entirely in a dialect from the future and set in postapocalyptic Kent. The diagram resembles – perhaps not unsurprisingly – the concentric
licks of a lichen. Hoban’s novel is constructed as a nest of fictive worlds, with the
reader’s own lived fiction on the outermost ring. These fictions “lick around
themselves”, liking and clinging onto (not describing or explaining) one another, and so
Riddley’s world speaks back to the holes in our own. “It thinks us but it don’t think like
us” – Lorna says to Riddley of the “thing there aint no words for”...There is “something
9 Eileen Myles, Afterglow (A Dog Memoir).
10 oxforddictionaries.com
11 Yager, E. K. Foundations of Clinical Hypnosis,
From Theory to Practice. (Wales: Crown House
15
Publishing, 2009).
12 Russell Holban, Riddley Waker (London: Bloomsbury, 1980)
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5. Lichens as healers
Moths that live in close association with lichens are named after the riddle itself.
They are so-called “cryptic moths” known this way because they fuse with their
surroundings, borrowing their wing patterns from the lichens they like to bed down
with. Lichens, then, become the leitmotif of moths, like a riddle that rubs off on their
tapestry. This blending makes them hard to find out. And inside their wings (ask Ithell
Colquhoun) distinctions blur between waking and sleeping and mantic stains appear.
…“they may in some sort be compared with the practices of clairvoyants who use
ink-splashes, sand, pins thrown together by chance, and the irregular patterns left by
tea-leaves and coffee-grounds to set in motion their telepathic faculty” (Colquhoun,
Children of the Mantic Stain).13
Cryptic moths are solicited by biologists as divinatory indicators of air pollution. The
quality of air and human health can be discerned from the patterns on their wings.
This is due to the moths’ mimetic lichen-ing to the appearance of specific indicator
species: when a lichen disappears, so do the moths which exhibit lichen crypsis. And
lichens themselves are particularly sensitive to increasing levels of atmospheric
pollution. They alert us to our tilt towards apocalypse.
“To read what was never written...”14 This form of divination is a biological
automatism, a view that we gain of our human behaviour from outside of ourselves.
Artist and occultist Ithell Colquhoun reported a similar examination of herself from
afar by a “grey force” that she later referred to as “the power of Y”, an agency which
accessed her remotely whilst a student in the late 1920s. The experience led her to
conclude, contrary to the psychoanalytical doxa of her time, that “material dredged up
by automatism might be coming from outside of the individual human mind”,
bringing the “mind into contact with other forces, minds, and systems of information
beyond the individual psyche.”15

13 Ithell Colquhoun “Children of the Mantic Stain.” Athene 5 no. 2 (1951): 29-34.
14 Walter Benjamin, “On The Mimetic Faculty”, in Reflections: Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical
Writings (New York: Schocken, 1978)
15 Mark S. Morrisson, “Ithell Colquhoun and Occult Surrealism in Mid-Twentieth-Century Britain and
Ireland”, in modernism / modernity 21:3 (2014, pp 587–616)
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“Such reading is the most ancient,” writes Walter Benjamin on The Mimetic Faculty. It is
a reading of that which language fails to capture, the something in and beyond us “that
dont have no name”.
Long before they were formally classified and given names by Theophrastus of Lesbos in
his Inquiry into Plants, lichens were known for their medicinal uses according to the
Doctrine of the Similar. Some were directly applied to ruptured skin and used to heal
wounds. Xanthoria parietina the brilliant yellow “maritime sunburst lichen” – which
Arthur found growing on the asbestos roof of Gozzards Ford – was a one-time cure for
jaundice. Evernia prunastri the Staghorn lichen (also found by A at Gozzards Ford) has
Y-form branches resembling the female reproductive system,16 and was consumed in
Ancient Greece for diseases of the womb. Curiously, the Staghorn is grey in colour
evoking both the “grey force” and the “power of Y” experienced by Colquhoun.
“It seems I cannot distinguish anything as separate from myself so perhaps after all, I am
the anything I observe,” wrote artist Helen Chadwick in her Soliloquy to Flesh and in
reference to herself as a “conscious piece of meat”.17 The Georgian naturalist and
illustrator James Sowerby encountered a similarly vital looping of relations between mind
and matter in the giant puffball mushroom. He writes: “The Lycoperdons afford in their
ripe state different browns very copiously, in a fine impalable powder, fit for immediate
drawing when mixed with a little gum arabic water. I intend when I figure some of the
Lycoperdons to use their own powder to represent itself”.
Can we reconsider the puffball as a conscious piece of meat? Fungi and lichens are the
masters of this kind of auto-fiction. They are the first to grow on bare rock and also the
first to recolonise concrete and tarmac after earthquakes, volcanoes, and anthropogenic
catastrophe. Lichens are our primary investors and our saints. They trap mist and hold
rainfall, fix nitrogen and nutrients and create the soil that plants need to grow,
underpinning the food chain that our own worlds depend upon. It goes without saying that
lichens proceed us, and will eat up our art once we’re gone.

16 Branislav Ranković, Ed. Lichen Secondary Metabolites: Bioactive Properties and Pharmaceutical
Potential (London: Springer, 2015)
17 Helen Chadwick, “Soliloquy to Flesh” in Enfleshings (London: Martin Secker &amp; Warburg Ltd, 1989)
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As I’m writing this I’m reminded of my grandfather's day job diagnosing cancerous cells
in an Oxford laboratory, a career which had him peering through a microscope for hours
on end, a sort of scrying for disease within the body’s mantic stains that must have
somehow been informed by his obsession with the lichens – “a form of knowledge
intimately, and almost paradoxically, linked to the local.”18 The lichens took his eyes
outside, and now he is gone his specimens exceed him, a microcosm of worlds stacked
within a chest of drawers. They suggest a form of healing through decomposition, a
crossing of barriers between individual minds, a practice of love that blasts across
spacetime to re-position lichens as the writers of us.
“...You look at lykens on a stoan its all them tiny manyings of it and may be each part of
it myt think its sepert only we can see its all 1 thing.” (Riddley Walker)
“Read us and we will feed back”, say the graphics. We can choose to ignore them, or we
can consider what they are telling us about the human condition.
hs x
Postscript:
“Dear Arthur,
I hope you will not be too disheartened with the results. The sample in the box is not lichen – it may be
bird droppings – but certainly nothing to do with lichens.”

18 Morrisson, 2014
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Amanita Muscaria, commonly known as ‘Fly Agaric’ - so named because it was used as an
early insecticide - was also purportedly ingested by the Vikings before going in to battle.
Modern research has found that it contains two toxins; ibotenic acid and muscimol that not
only produce hallucinogenic effects but have been found to suppress the fear and startle
reflexes.
The Fly Agaric, known as the lucky or ‘gluckspilz’ mushroom in Germany, was used by
the Koryak people of northern Siberia for religious ceremony. Shaman would eat the
mushroom, once the hallucinogenic toxins had passed through the body they were expelled
in his urine which would be saved and drunk by others in the tribe.
Research suggests it may be one of the earliest entheogens. Gordon Wasson argued that the
Amanita Muscaria was the most likely candidate for the mysterious Soma, mentioned in
around 150 hymns of the Hindu Rig-Veda, written between 1500 - 500 BC by Aryans in
the Indus valley. Soma was a moon god as well as a related plant and a holy brew which
were also worshipped. Though there have been many suggestions as to the identity of the
plant, fly agaric fits many of the Vedic references as a substance through which to contact
the gods.

13th century fresco depicting Eve being tempted by a mushroom in the Abbaye de
Plaincourault, France,
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Nature-based spirituality in the work of Ithell Colquhoun
Ithell Colquhoun (1906-1988) was an India-born British
artist, writer and occultist. Her works all reveal a deep,
mystical immersion in the land. Central to everything she did
is the core idea that all of nature – including those parts
normally regarded as inanimate - contain a life-force. In other
words, she denied that fundamental distinctions exist
between the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms. It
follows from this that the forces that shape human nature also
shape the whole of the natural world: those that govern the
rhythms of the seasons also regulate the beating of the heart,
the pulses of peristalsis and the cycle of life, death and
reincarnation. The splitting of rocks is, essentially, no
different to the splitting of cells. When, in The Living Stones,
her book about Cornwall, Colquhoun wrote “I am identified
with every leaf and pebble, and any threatened hurt to the
wilderness of the valley seems to me a rape” the reader can
safely take this (and the title of the book) literally. Notice,
too, that the underlying assumption is that the animating
force is feminine. As she once explained, spiritual power
pours from the body of Hecate, the Great Earth Goddess.
Today, this seems odd to the scientific mind yet it is no more
than a contemporary expression of traditional preenlightenment world-views. Animism governs alchemy and
the identification of the earth-force as specifically female is
an ancient belief that can be traced back as far as the
Chaldean Oracles. Colquhoun’s belief in the Earth Goddess
helps explain why many of her paintings have a barely
disguised sexual content. She saw human and animal forms
in hills, rocks and vegetation: the fork of a tree is, at the same
time, a torso with twisting limbs; fungi and rock stacks have
clear phallic shapes; hills and boulders reveal rounded female
forms. Being alive, the land is naturally sexually active:
phallic menhirs penetrate the mossy turf, and volcanos erupt
orgasmically.
The painting Stalactite (1962) contains much of this. Its
dramatically elongated shape echoes the tall, thin form of the
stalagmite that dominates the left-hand side of the
composition. 28

The viewer is situated in the deep recesses of a cave and looks
out, along the passageway, past the phallic stalactite, over the
mysterious rock pools to the sea through rock formations and
an island, all reminiscent of female genital forms. It was
inspired by Mill Bay, known locally as Nanjisel, a bay in
Cornwall near Lands End and not far from the artist’s own
home.
Colquhoun’s search for spiritual enlightenment ranged far and
wide. Many of her studies were self-directed, but at different
times in her life she was a member of Druid orders in both
England and lodges (that is, orders of Freemasonry that were
open to women), the Martinists (whose members followed a
mystical form of Christianity) and of esoteric groups, such as
the Ordo Templi Orientis, which practiced ceremonial magic.
She was one of the first to join the Fellowship of Isis, an
organisation devoted to honouring the Goddess. She sought to
make links between such apparently divergent approaches as
these.
Colquhoun is best remembered today for her involvement
with the British surrealist movement in the late 1930s,
although she was expelled from the London surrealist group
for her refusal to compromise her spiritual and occult
interests. She was drawn to surrealism because it questioned
the nature of reality and the illusory nature of every-day
certainties. She was particularly attracted to automatic
methods of painting, such as decalcomania, in which the artist
suppresses all conscious control to produce marks which are
then interpreted. Gorgon (1946} and Alcove I (1946) are good
examples of decalcomania. The surrealists generally believed
that the source of automatically generated imagery was
internal, from the artists’ personal unconscious. Colquhoun
believed that the source could equally well be external, just as
a medium might receive messages from spirit realms. She
suggested that different automatic techniques were associated
with different sorts of spirits. The act of painting, therefore, is
like an act of divination, connecting the artist to natural and
ethereal forces. In other words, automatic paintings reveal the
interconnectedness of the inner and outer worlds.
Richard Shillitoe
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Shrooms ~ Are You Kidding?
Seven short tales about fungi from someone who has known, loved and even been
ruled by them.
Tale One.
My dear father once bought me a washing machine when I put down a deposit on my
first flat, in the leafy Dean Village of Edinburgh. Knowing very little about either
property or washing machines, I discovered to my horror, many years later, that his
thoughtful present had been slowly leaking water into my downstairs neighbour’s flat;
the entire floor of the room in which the machine was installed had been overtaken by
The Dry Rot. Terrified by wild tales of the potential costs of renovation, I moved out.
Tale Two.
On a subsequent trip to New York, I visited its botanical garden in Brooklyn (NYBG)
and saw a fascinating exhibition about the evolution of Life. Here, I learned that the
species of fungus which had destroyed the Victorian Pine floorboards of my beloved
‘period’ flat several years earlier had evolved almost a billion years ago ~ and was
ostensibly one of the oldest living things on the planet. As I stood there, taking in this
new information, I thought, I respect you, you Dry Rot.
Tale Three.
One cloudy Autumn afternoon, my girlfriend and I decided to go for a walk in the
woods around the Scottish Border town of Peebles. Being well versed in the nature
and effects of psychedelic substances, she quickly identified some tiny mushrooms
growing in a field above the river. We collected about forty of the white nondescript
things and after sharing them out between us, we ate them. As evening approached and
we headed home under the darkening trees, I was forced to stop in my tracks ~ fixated
by a cluster of Bracken fronds which glowed in brilliant orange and red. They pulsated
like a room of lava lamps. We were tripping.
Tale Four.
Beatrix Potter learned about mushrooms from a local postman and naturalist, Charlie
McIntosh of Inver, on family holidays spent at Eastwood, near Dunkeld, Perthshire.
Their friendship began a fascination with fungi for the young artist, which resulted in
her producing some of the finest botanical drawings of fungi ever made. She later
became the first person to discover how fungi reproduce, through closely observing
and describing the germination of their microscopic spores ~ at least thirty years
before anyone else. This pioneering scientific work was not however taken seriously
by botanists of the time ~ because she was a woman. Rejected, she sat down to write
and illustrate her first children’s book, The Story of Peter Rabbit.
32

Tale Five.
Growing up, my favourite pastimes were art and natural history. Since being an artist
was considered an unsuitable profession, I went on to study Ecology, rather than Art. In
my final year at University, I spent the Winter months in the Forest of Ae, Dumfries and
Galloway, discovering how the colour of sunlight changes as it passes through the leaves
of coniferous trees. I had access to a gantry, which took me from the forest floor to the
top of its canopy; here I could watch the sun rise and set. It was amazing. But I also
knew that it was the trees’ relationship with fungi which made that forest possible:
connecting their roots, harnessing nutrients and even allowing them to communicate with
each other. Without fungi there would be no trees, no plants, no animals, no us.
Tale Six.
I was prescribed a prolonged course of antibiotics in 1992, which allowed the fungi in
my gut to proliferate, producing a chronic condition known as Candidiasis. Whilst at the
time this was not recognised by the medical profession as a disease ~ and even now it
largely isn’t, I still need to regulate my diet on a daily basis, just to keep it under control,
nearly thirty years later. We are only just beginning in Western Society to understand the
critical role fungi play in human physical and even mental health. Let’s face it ~ we
know next to nothing about fungi. Most fungi have not even been identified. We
normally only think of them when they pop up their heads to reproduce; across fields,
between trees ~ and under floorboards.
Tale Seven.
They’re everywhere; even in Winter.
Well, if you go when the snowflakes storm,
When the rivers freeze and summer ends,
Please see if she's wearing a coat so warm,
To keep her from the howlin' winds. (Roy Harper, after Bob Dylan).
They’ll be around way after we’re up as a species.

© Paul Nesbitt / Auburn Sedition, 2019.
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The Stinkhorn (Phallus impudicus) are found nearly
everywhere, emitting an unpleasant rotting scent. The
illustration shows a ‘witches egg’ - the unopened fruit
body which can be eaten. Linnaeus named the fungus
Phallus impudicus literally “shameless phallus.” Charles
Darwin’s daughter Hetty apparently waged a war against
them - they were regularly found in the woods around
the Darwin estate - as she found their resemblance to a
human penis immoral and so would collect and burn
them in secret. The smell of rotting flesh produced by the
stink horn attracts blow flies which feast on the sticky
sweet spore carrying gel on its tip going on to disperse
them in their faeces.
The stinkhorn on the facing page was drawn by James
Sowerby 1757-1822. Sowerby was an English naturalist,
illustrator and mineralogist, Who studied art at the Royal
Academy schools where his fusion of art and science
marked him out from his contemporaries. He retained
vast numbers of specimens; thousands of minerals,
fossils, and over five hundred fungi. His collection
included the ‘Yorkshire meteorite.’ Collected in 1795, it
was the first recorded english meteorite.
C o l o u r e d fi g u r e s o f E n g l i s h f u n g i - t h e fi s t
comprehensive account of indigenous fungi - was begun
in 1797 and the last of it four-hundred and forty plates
was finished in 1815. During its production Sowerby
made over 200 models of mushrooms which can now be
seen on display in the natural history museum. The
publication included many mushrooms never before
recorded. He dramatically increased our understanding
of plants, fungi and minerals and his drawings are still
used for scientific reference today.
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the sand was damp underfoot
the smell of sea water and piss, heavy
scattered around were half burnt bits of wood
cigarette buts
cans used as makeshift bongs
Lisa, the girl next door, sat with me in a circle of boys she knew
I was 12, they were 14
I was handed a lit cigarette
inhaling, I coughed uncontrollably, while they laughed
Triggered by the recollection of landscapes, I am mourning the too early loss
of innocence. These places will also be mourned, as they erode from
climate catastrophes. Border landscapes of the ocean that will soon be
underwater; drowned. The ocean bores holes like grief into the physical
spaces around us. The mushroom, erupts from the dankness - a symbol of
hope and life amidst the stench of decay.

-Kate MacMillan
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In woods, We’re misled
by leaves or play of
sunlight; driving along, we sometimes
stop, park, and get
out, only to discover it’s a football or a
piece of trash. Learning from such
experiences isn’t what we do.
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Fairy Rings and Folklore
Rings of mushrooms occur as a result of a
particular pattern of mycelium (the root system of
the fungus) growth. The Fungus starts at single
point and grows outward in a circular shape, it
continues to push outwards in order to consume
more nutrients, this process results in an ever
growing circle. One of the largest rings ever found
was in France, it was over 600metres wide and
approximately 700 years old.
Before their cause was understood fairy rings
were regularly the subject of superstition and fear.
Their seemingly spontaneous eruption was linked
to the underworld and the devil; lightning strikes,
meteorites, shooting stars and witches have all
been blamed for their appearance.
In Germany they are known as ‘Witches Rings’
because it was believed they could be found
dancing around the ring on Walpurgis night
(which welcomes the spring each year). The
reoccurring link between witches and mushrooms
is curious, some have suggested psychedelic
mushrooms were widely used in the spiritual
practices of paganism and strongly linked to
female fertility and agency -perhaps with the
introduction of christianity which fought to
suppress pagan beliefs is responsible for the
English lingering fungi phobia.
According to many old English tales any human
who enters a fairy ring will be forced to dance with
the creatures until they go mad or perish.
However the Welsh believed it was good luck to
graze cattle and build homes near them as they
were said to improve fertility. At certain points of
the year fertility dances would take place around
the rings.

‘If you see a fairy ring
in a field of grass,
very lightly step around,
Tip toe as you pass;
last night fairies frolicked there,
And they’re sleeping somewhere near’
-Shakespeare
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Puffball
It was creamy white, cratered, creepy; frightening then but strangely alarming even
now in memory.
I came upon a large puffball, when aged around 9 years old, in Mawnan Smith, near
Falmouth.
I discovered it in on the walk to school and kept it secret and told nobody.
A white globe in the green hedge. I didn’t know what it was.
Each day it grew bigger and each day It changed. I walked on the other side to avoid
being too close.
There was daily stocktaking of it’s increasing size, going close for brief seconds and
then rapidly retreating.
Cracks and fissures and pock marks appeared.
Then one day it was clear to me that It was ‘alive’.
It was ‘breathing’ ; in out, in out, disturbing and alarming.
Then it exploded, there was a dust cloud and it was gone.
I think, in retrospect, this early experience is one of the things that has affected my
work, subliminally, ever since; an interest in breathing, expanding then exploding/
disappearing things, through nature or warfare.
I made an association over time with the human body : gas and air, volume and dust.
My beloved father died, suddenly, two years after I saw the puffball. I explained to
myself that his heart had exploded.
I see painting, partly, as a place of commemoration; the canvas a metaphorical skin, a
surface on which to evoke a sense of human buoyancy; a volumetric and electric
energy field; a place to capture an inner and outer light
through flooding and erasure of paint but wanting to avoid as much as possible otherworldly ghostliness or magic.
A quote by John Ruskin has been on my studio wall for many years :
'Do we imagine that a discharge of artillery would merely knead down a certain
quantity of once living clay into a level line, as in a brickfield; or whether, out of
every separately Christian-named portion of the ruinous heap, there went out,
into the smoke and dead-fallen air of battle, some astonished condition of soul,
unwillingly released?’
This powerful, and new to me, poem by Derek Mahon, is very appropriate to the
words above and to the exhibition as a whole.
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A Disused Shed in Co. Wexford
Let them not forget us, the weak souls among the asphodels.
—Seferis, Mythistorema
(for J. G. Farrell)
Even now there are places where a thought might grow —
Peruvian mines, worked out and abandoned
To a slow clock of condensation,
An echo trapped for ever, and a flutter
Of wildflowers in the lift-shaft,
Indian compounds where the wind dances
And a door bangs with diminished confidence,
Lime crevices behind rippling rain barrels,
Dog corners for bone burials;
And in a disused shed in Co. Wexford,
Deep in the grounds of a burnt-out hotel,
Among the bathtubs and the washbasins
A thousand mushrooms crowd to a keyhole.
This is the one star in their firmament
Or frames a star within a star.
What should they do there but desire?
So many days beyond the rhododendrons
With the world waltzing in its bowl of cloud,
They have learnt patience and silence
Listening to the rooks querulous in the high wood.
They have been waiting for us in a foetor
Of vegetable sweat since civil war days,
Since the gravel-crunching, interminable departure
Of the expropriated mycologist.
He never came back, and light since then
Is a keyhole rusting gently after rain.
Spiders have spun, flies dusted to mildew
And once a day, perhaps, they have heard something —
A trickle of masonry, a shout from the blue
Or a lorry changing gear at the end of the lane.
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There have been deaths, the pale flesh flaking
Into the earth that nourished it;
And nightmares, born of these and the grim
Dominion of stale air and rank moisture.
Those nearest the door grow strong —
‘Elbow room! Elbow room!’
The rest, dim in a twilight of crumbling
Utensils and broken pitchers, groaning
For their deliverance, have been so long
Expectant that there is left only the posture.
A half century, without visitors, in the dark —
Poor preparation for the cracking lock
And creak of hinges; magi, moonmen,
Powdery prisoners of the old regime,
Web-throated, stalked like triffids, racked by drought
And insomnia, only the ghost of a scream
At the flash-bulb firing-squad we wake them with
Shows there is life yet in their feverish forms.
Grown beyond nature now, soft food for worms,
They lift frail heads in gravity and good faith.
They are begging us, you see, in their wordless way,
To do something, to speak on their behalf
Or at least not to close the door again.
Lost people of Treblinka and Pompeii!
‘Save us, save us,’ they seem to say,
‘Let the god not abandon us
Who have come so far in darkness and in pain.
We too had our lives to live.
You with your light meter and relaxed itinerary,
Let not our naive labours have been in vain!’
- Derek Mahon
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Mushrooms as medicine.
Though the discovery of penicillin in 1928 dramatically improved mortality rates from
infection, mould has been used for centuries for its antibiotic properties. The Knights
templar used mould extracts to treat infected wounds, as well as a treatment for boils,
abscesses and throat infections.
All over the globe for many thousands of years mushrooms have been used to treat a range
of ailments. The stinkhorn mushroom has been used to treat gout, epilepsy, skin cancer and
rheumatism. The dried, powdery spores of Puffballs were commonly used to stem bleeding.
In West Africa various mushrooms are used to treat sexually transmitted diseases.
However it is in the east that the medicinal use of mushrooms is most widely established.
Oriental herbalists have used Reishi mushrooms for over four thousand years to treat a wide
range of diseases including cancer, heart disease, hepatitis and arthritis. It has recently been
discovered that the farmers who cultivate and eat the Reishi mushroom are resistant to some
forms of cancer.
Medicinal mushrooms have been used in Chinese medicine for an estimated seven thousand
years and today china is responsible for around seventy percent of the worlds mushroom
production. The Shennong Bencao Jing dating from 29th century BC, contains a list of
three-hundred and sixty five medicinal substances. The list contains several mushroom
species including Ganoderma lucidum (in chinese; lingzi, in Japanese; reishi)
In traditional Japanese medicine (Kampo) there is a strong emphasis on medicinal herbs.
For thousands of years the shiitake mushroom has been used to treat ailments and its
cultivation was very common in feudal Japan -Buddhist monks would only build their
temples if there was an ample, local shiitake supply. Another mushroom commonly used for
medicinal purposes was Maitake (meaning ‘dancing mushroom’) purportedly named after
the dance performed upon finding it (as it was and is so highly prized).
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The, Enokitake (Flammulina velutipes) mushroom is widely cultivated today,. The
farmed species is white because it is grown in total darkness with limited exposure to
carbon dioxide. Research suggests that the mushroom contains antioxidants such as
ergothioneine. Testing has indicated that it could be used to develop cancer
immunotherapy. It also contains large amounts of a protein named ‘Five’/‘Fip-fve’
which is known to help regulate the immune system.
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Facing page - Maya mushroom stones from Kaminaljagu,
Guatemala. Nine miniature mushroom stones were found
buried alongside nine soma stones in a Mayan tomb.
These were used as part of the preparation of a ritual
mushroom drink.
Shortly after the Spanish conquest, chroniclers reported
the Aztec’s ritual use of hallucinogenic mushrooms. They
describe a tawny coloured mushroom which was
processed into a drink by pressing out its juices.
The Aztec’s believed that their sacred plants were gods
They called the sacred mushroom Tenanacatl meaning
‘god’s flesh’
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‘Understanding the symbiotic relationships in an ecosystem is key to retaining the
health of that ecosystem. Because we have a history of underestimating the degree to
which symbiosis exists, we rarely anticipate the full effect our interventions have on
these partnerships’
- Euginia Bone, Mycophilia
A mushroom is the fruiting body of the fungus, only emerging when it wishes to
reproduce through the secretion of spores. However the main body of the fungus is
called mycelium and exists hidden underground in vast networks. Mycelium is made
up of hyphae, one cell thick, thready tubes which share the same structure as neural
pathways and the internet. They multiply in different directions to create web-like
structures through soil and connecting with the root tips of plants to form
Mycorrhiza (mykos -fungus + riza -root in greek), connections that form a network
joining individual plants to one another. These symbiotic relationships have evolved
over four hundred and fifty million years, mutually benefiting the joined organisms.
Currently it is thought that over ninety percent of plant life is reliant on Fungi.
Fungus feeds off sugars produced by plants during photosynthesis and in turn it
channels nutrients from the soil such as nitrogen to the plants root tips. The network
also allows for distribution of resources and communication. This has led some
scientists to question the nature of individual living beings within ecosystems
arguing that ecological communities could be considered superorganisms.
‘Fungi are the interface organisms between life and death’
Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running
Fungi are a gateway species; they breakdown and recycle organic matter to form soil
by secreting acids into their surroundings. They then carry nutrients and redistribute
them, helping to support other life forms. Pioneering Mycologist Paul Stamets
believes Fungi have the power not only to heal individuals but whole ecosystems.
Stamets has experimented with and patented various forms of Myco-technology.
With ‘Mycoremediation’ for example Stamets has employed fungi technologies to
neutralise toxins. By planting spores into environments effected by chemical waste
spills Stamets has found that fungi are able to break down and neutralise harmful
toxins. This potential to undo some of the damage that the human race has inflicted
on the planet gives hope -as Stamets suggests- that Mushrooms can indeed save the
world.
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‘If the doors of perception were cleansed
everything would appear to man as it is,
infinite. For man
has closed himself up till he sees all things
thro’ narrow chinks of his cavern’
William Blake
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